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A REPRESENTATION THEOREM AND APPLICATIONS

TO TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS

BY

J.-M. BELLEY1

Abstract. We show that, given a set S dense in a compact Hausdorff space X and

a complex-valued bounded linear functional A on the space C(X) of continuous

complex-valued functions on X with uniform norm, there exist an algebra & of sets

in 5 and a unique bounded finitely additive set function p.: & —* C which is inner

and outer regular with respect to the zero and cozero sets respectively and such

that f sf\S dp exists and is equal to A(/) for all / e C(X). In the context of

topological groups, this theorem permits us to obtain (1) a concrete representation

theorem for bounded complex-valued linear functionals on the space of almost

periodic functions with uniform norm, (2) a representation theorem for (not

necessarily continuous) positive definite functions, (3) a characterization of the

space B of finite linear combinations of positive definite functions, and (4) a

necessary and sufficient condition to have a linear transformation from B to B.

1. Introduction.

1.1. In a paper of Hewitt [4] an attempt was made at obtaining a concrete

representation theorem for bounded complex-valued linear functionals defined on

the space of continuous almost periodic functions on the real line. Though the

problem was not solved satisfactorily (see the footnote on p. 379 in [2]), we were

inspired by the methods of that paper to obtain a representation theorem for

bounded linear functionals on subspaces of continuous functions defined on sets

more general than locally compact Abelian groups. Though a general approach to

representation theorems has been developed in recent years (see [3], [10], and [16]),

we have found that, to obtain a complex-valued finitely additive set function

representing the linear functional, which is inner and outer regular with respect to

the zero and cozero sets respectively, the method of Loomis [9, p. 169] to generate

an algebra of sets (on which is defined the set function) by means of the linear

functional in question was our best approach. In the special case of a topological

group, it is this algebra, which depends on the linear functional defined on the

almost periodic functions, that makes the difference between our results and those

of Hewitt.

We wish to acknowledge valuable conversations with S. Kakutani, which lead to

§2 in a context more general than that of topological groups.
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2. A representation theorem on spaces of continuous functions.

2.1. Let X be a topological space. By a measure on the Borel subsets © (X) of X

we mean a complex-valued (and so finite) countably additive set function on

ty>(X). Let C(X) and Cb(X) denote the continuous and the bounded continuous

complex-valued functions on X respectively. Clearly, if p is a measure on "33 (X),

then any / G Cb(X) is integrable with respect to p and so the set {u G C:

p(/~'(to)) ¥= 0} is at most countable. Let | p| denote the total variation measure on

$ (X) associated with p. Given an algebra of sets & G © (X), let 6E be the algebra

of sets E G â such that | n\(Ë^È) = 0. If A, B G â>M and if A n S = B n S for

some set S dense in X, then | ¡i\(A A5) = 0. This is easily shown from the inclusion

A^B G (A\À) u (Â^B) u (fixfi). If for any algebra S c %(X) we write S n S

for {E p\ S: E G ë} then é£M n S is an algebra of subsets of S such that the set

function ps: éEM n 5 -> C given by ps(£ n 5) = p(£) (£ G S,^) is a well-defined

bounded finitely additive set function. If |ps| is the total variation of p5 then

clearly | p\(E) = \ ns\(E n S) = \ n\s(E n 5) for all E G &^.
2.2 Definition. Given a set F and an algebra S of subsets of F, a function /:

F —> C is said to be ë -continuous if, given e > 0, there exists a finite partition of C

into rectangles (Ex, . . . , En) with/- X(E¡) G ë and |jc — _y| < e for all x,y G E¡ n

f(Y) (i = 1, . . . , n). We write C(Y, ë) for the class of S-continuous functions on

F.

2.3 Remarks. (1) In the context of the definition above, a necessary condition for

a function/: F-»C to be S-continuous is that fYfdv exists for every bounded

finitely additive set function v on ë [1, p. 293], where the integral is defined by the

usual Moore-Smith method ([11, pp. 183-191], [15, pp. 401-404]) or equivalently

[7] by the Dunford-Schwartz method [2, pp. 101-125]. Note that our definition of

ë -continuity is more restrictive than the one usually given [1, p. 293].

(2) Let â G ® (X) be an algebra of subsets of the topological space X such that

each / G Cb(X) is & -continuous. For example, & = %(X) is such an algebra.

Given a complex-valued measure p on & and a set S dense in X such that f\ S is

éEM n S-continuous for all/ G Cb(X), then fsf\S </ps = fxj~dp.

2.4. Let MR(% (X)) denote the space of complex-valued measures » on 9 (X)

which are such that, given e > 0 and E G 9>(X), there is a closed set C and an

open set U in X such that C G E G U and |p|(t/\C) < e. Given an algebra

S G ^>(X), a finitely additive set function p: S —* C will be said to be regular on

ë if, given e > 0 and E G ë, there exist constants a, ß > 0 and real-valued

functions /, g G Cb(X) such that the sets K = {x G X: fix) < a} and V = {x G

X: g(x) <ß} have the properties (i) K, V G S, (ii) K G E c V and (iii)

|p|(K\/C)<e.

2.5 Lemma. Given a normal space X and p G MR(% (X)), let & G *$> (X) be an

algebra for which each f G Cb(X) is (S,^-continuous. If S is dense in X, then ps is

regular on d^ n S and i^flS consists of all E G â n S such that

inf{fs(h\S -g\S)d\ns\: g\S < xE < h\S; g, h G Cb(X)\ =0

where Xe /5 tne characteristic function for E.
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Proof. Since p G MR(% (X)), given e > 0 and E G & , there exist a closed set

C and an open set U in X such that Cc¿c£c£cí/,| p|(F\C) < \e and

|p|(t/\F) <|e. By Urysohn's Lemma, there exist continuous functions tp, \p:

X^>[0, 1] such that <p|C = 0, tpKANF) = 1, and $\E = 0, t//|(A"NC/) = 1. Since <p
and \p are (3^-continuous, there exist constants a, ß G (0, 1) for which | p|(<p_l(a))

= 0 and | fi\(ip~x(ß)) = 0 and if K = {x G ;T:_<p(;c) < a} and F = {x G X: +(x)

< ß), then K,_V G â^; CgKgÈgEgEgVgU. So from the inclusion

F\/i c (U^E) u (F^F) U (¿\C) follows that | p|(K\/:) < e. This proves that p

is regular on 6EM. It now follows that ps is regular on d^ n S.

Since Jsf\Sd\ ps\ = fxfd\ p| for all/ G Cb(X), to identify ^ n S it is sufficient

to show that dß consists of all F G d such that

inf Í ¡U2 - /,) d\p.\ :/, < Xf < /2;/„/2 6 Ct(I) j = 0. (2.5.1)

and

Given F G d^, then F, Fe^.By regularity on d^, given e > 0 there is a closed

set A" G #M and an open set V G d^ such that KgFgFgFgV, \ fi\(K\F)

<je, and |p|(F\F) <je. By Urysohn's Lemma, there exist continuous functions

<p, ̂: X^>[0, 1] such that y\K = 1, ^(A^F) = 0, and ^\F = 1, ^\(X\V) = 0.

Hence

fx<p d\,x\ < sup{ J>¿|p|:/ < Xf-J e CÄ(X) j

< inf{//¿|p|: Xf < /:/ G Q(X)j < j> ¿|p|

J> j|p| - fx<p d\p\ = J (* - tp) </|ji| = J"    (* - tp) rf|H

< IpKFxA) =|p|(F\F)+|p|(FvF)+|p|(F\/:) <e

imply equation (2.5.1).

Conversely, if F G <£,,, then | p|(F\F) > 0. Choose e > 0 such that | p|(F~\F) >

e. Given any two continuous functions <p, \p: A" —» (— oo, oo) such that <p < X/- < "/s

then <p|(F\F) < 0, 4>\(F\F) > 1 and so fxty d\fi\ - jxtp d\p\ > \p\(F\F) > e.
Thus, if F G dp, then equation (2.5.1) does not hold. This completes the proof of

the lemma.

2.6. Given a topological space Y and a complex-valued linear functional A on a

subspace B of the Banach space Cb(Y) with uniform norm, we write ||A|| for the

norm of A:

||A||=sup{|A(/)|:/GB,|/l< 1}.

If ||A|| < oo, then we say that A is bounded on B. We are now in a position to

prove the following crucial result.
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2.7 Theorem. Let S be a dense subset of a compact Hausdorff space X, d G

%(X) an algebra such that f\S is d^ n S-continuous for all f G C(X) and all

p G MR(9> (X)), and A a complex-valued bounded linear functional on C(X). The

class SA of sets E G d n S such that

inf   sup {|A((/2 -fx)g)\:fx\S < Xe < fi\S;fvJ»g G C(X)} = 0
/i./j  \g\ = \

is an algebra of sets for which f\S is ëA-continuous for all f G C(X), and there exists

a unique regular bounded finitely additive set function X: ëA —> C with

A(f)=ff\Sd\       (/£C(4

Moreover,

||A|| = |a|(S).

Proof. Step 1. By the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a unique

p G MR(9> (X)) for which

Ml) = ffdn       (/ G C(X)).
Jx

Let X = ¡is. By the second remark in 2.3, if / G C(X), then

A(f) = fßS d\.

Since a compact Hausdorff space is normal, by Lemma 2.5, X is regular on & n S

and aß n S consists of all E G d n S such that

mf{ J\/2 -fx)d\iL\:fx\S <xE< h\S\fiJ2 G C(X)\ = 0.

But d\p.\= g dp for some Borel measurable function g such that |g| = 1 [12, p.

126]. Hence ^ n 5 consists of all E G d n S such that

inf|jfr/2 - fx)gdp:fx\s <xe< MSiUfi e c(x)\ = o.

But, by Lusin's theorem, any complex Borel measurable function on X can be

approximated in p-measure by functions in C(X). Hence, d n S consists of all

E G d n S such that

inf    sup (   f (f2 - fx)g dp :fx\S < xe < /il^/i-A. g G C(X)\ = 0
/1./2  |g|_i I -/jf J

i.e. such that

inf   sup {|A((/2 -fx)g)\:fx\S < Xe < /a|S;/i,/a,i e C(*)} = 0.
/1./2 |g| = i

Let SA = SM n 5.

Step 2. In this step we establish the uniqueness of À on SA. Clearly, the total

variation of the difference v = X — X' of two bounded finitely additive set func-

tions regular on SA is also a bounded finitely additive set function regular on £A.

Thus it is enough to show that, given a nontrivial bounded finitely additive
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nonnegative set function v regular on SA, then fsh\S dv =£ 0 for some h G C(X).

Since v =£ 0, there exists E G ëA such that v(E) > 0. By regularity, given e

<{-v(E), there exist continuous functions/, g: S—>[0, oo) and a, ß > 0 such that

if K = {x G S: fix) < a} and if V = {x G_S: fix) < ß) then (i) K, V G SA, (ii)

K G E G V, and (iii) v( V\K) < e. Now if K and V are respectively the closed and

open subsets of X for which K = K f\ S and V = V n S, then by Urysohn's

Lemma, there exists a continuous function A: X ^>[0, 1] such that h\K = 1 and

h\(X\ V) = 0. Thus

f h\S dv = (h\Sdv + f      h\S dv = v(K) + [      h\S dv
■'s jk -ly\K Jv*\k

= v(E) - v(E\K) + f      h\S dv > v(E) - v(E\K) - f      h\S dv
V^K

> v(E) - 2v(V\K) > v(E) - 2e > 0.

Step 3. This final step consists of showing that ||A|| = |X|(5). By the Riesz

representation theorem

||A|| = |p|(A') = sup{ fjd,x:fGC(X),lf\< l}.

But if L(A", p) is the Banach space of p-integrable functions with norm fx\f\ dp. <

oo, then C(X) c C(A", d^) G L(X, ¡i) and, by Lusin's theorem, C(X) is dense in

L(A", p). Hence

sup{ jjdli:fGC(X,dlx),\f\< l}

= sup{ jg dX:gG C(S, SA), \g\ < 1J =|X|(S).

The theorem is proved.

2.8 Remark. If A is a positive linear functional on C(A"), then the associated

regular set function X: SA —> C of Theorem 2.7 is nonnegative. One way to see this

is to apply the Riesz representation theorem for positive linear functionals in Step 1

of the proof. Furthermore, SA can be chosen to consist of all E G d n S such that

inf{A(/2 - /,):/,|S < Xe < /2|S;/„/2 G C(A-)} = 0.

2.9 Corollary. Given a completely regular (Hausdorff) space Y and a bounded

linear functional L on Cb( Y), let ëL be the class of sets E G ÍB (Y) such that

inf   sup (|L((/2 - fx)g)\:fx < Xe < &/.,/* S G C(A)} = 0.
/i./a   |g| = l

ëL is an algebra of sets for which (i) / is ë L-continuous for all f G Cb(Y), and (ii)

there exists a unique regular bounded finitely additive complex-valued set function X

on ëL with

Moreover,

L(f) = ffdX       (fGCb(Y)).

ll¿ll = |A|(>0.
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Proof. Let X be the Stone-Cech compactification of Y. Then L admits a unique

(norm-preserving) bounded linear extension A: C(X)-*C Taking S= Y and

d = © (A") in Theorem 2.7, and noting that, for any p G MR(% (X)) and any

/ G C(X), f\S is dp n S-continuous since the set {to G C: p(/_,(to)) ^ 0} is at

most countable, we get the corollary.

2.10 Remark. In [6, pp. 207, 210-211] sufficient conditions are given for a linear

functional on C(Y) (Y completely regular (Hausdorff)) to admit an integral

representation by means of a countably additive measure on Y.

2.11. Given a uniform space Y, let UCb(Y) denote the Banach space of

complex-valued uniformly continuous bounded functions on Y with uniform norm.

We obtain a compactification for Y by the following well-known construction. Let

{<py: y G Y} be those linear functionals on UCb(Y) given by <py(f) = fiy). Then

the weak closure X of {<py: y G F} in the dual of UCb(Y) is weakly compact and

we can view F as a dense subset of X such that UCb( Y) = {/| F: / G C(A")}. Thus,

Theorem 2.7 yields the following.

2.12 Corollary. Given a uniform space Y and a bounded linear functional L on

UCb(Y), let ëL be the class of sets E G 9> (Y) such that

inf   sup {| L((/2 - fx)g)\ :fx<xE< /» f» h 8 G UCb{ Y)} = 0.
/■•A  |g| = i

ëL is an algebra of sets for which (\)f is ë L-continuous for all f G UCb(Y) and (ii)

there exists a unique regular bounded finitely additive complex-valued set function X

on ëL with

L(f)=(fdX       (fGUCb(Y)).
Jy

Moreover,

ll¿ll = H(n

3. Linear functionals on almost periodic functions.

3.1. Let G be an Abelian locally compact group with dual group G" and Bohr

compactification G ([8, p. 137], [5, §24], [13, p. 30]). The value of an element z G G~

at the point z G G will be denoted by <z, z> or z(z). Let AP(G) be the space of

continuous almost periodic functions on G with uniform norm. By a well-known

theorem of harmonic analysis [8, p. 168] every element of AP(G) is the restriction

on G of a unique element of C(G). Since G'g AP(G), any given z G G" can be

extended to a unique continuous function on G with values in F = {to G C:

|to| = 1}. This extension shall be denoted by the same symbol, i.e. by z. Let m

denote the normalized Haar measure on © (G).

3.2 Lemma. If d is the algebra of sets in 9>(G) generated by sets of the form

{z G G: z(z) G T0} for z G G" and T0 an arc on T with m({z~x(T0\T0)}) = 0, then

f\G is dp n G-continuous for all f G C(G) and all p G TV/Ä(©(G)).

Proof. Given e > 0, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem there exists a polynomial

p(z) on G such that |/(z) — p(z)| < e/3 for all z G G. Since every finite linear
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combination of d^ n G-continuous functions is & n G-continuous and since p(z)

is a finite linear combination of characters, which are clearly & n G-continuous, it

follows that there exists a finite & n G-measurable partition II of G such that, for

all E G n, we have |p(z) — p(z')| < e/3 for all z, z' G E. So from the inequality

|/(z) - /(z')| < |/(z) - p(z)| + |p(z) - p(z')| + |p(z') - /(z')| follows that |/(z) -

/(z')| < e (z, z' G E). The lemma is proved.

This lemma now permits us to generalize a concrete representation theorem due

to Hewitt [4, pp. 307-308] for bounded linear functionals on AP(G). We note that

our algebra is smaller than his and depends on the linear functional in question.

3.3 Theorem. Given a locally compact Abelian group G with dual group G~ and

given a bounded linear functional L: AP(G)^>C, let A be the algebra of subsets of G

generated by sets of the form {z G G: z(z) G T0} for z G G" and T0 an arc on T

with m({z G G: z(z) G Tq^Tq}) = 0 and let ëL be the class of sets EGA such that

inf   sup {|L((/2 -/,)g)|:/, < Xe < ¿¡/„/»«S AP(G)} = 0.
ft, H  \g\ = \

ëL is an algebra for which (i)f is ëL-continuous for all f G AP(G) (or equivalent ly',

z is ëL-continuous for all z G G') and (ii) there exists a unique regular bounded

finitely additive complex-valued set function X on ëL with

L(f)=[fdX       (fGAP(G)).

Moreover,

\\L\\=\X\(G).

Proof. Recall that a function lies in AP(G) if and only if it is the restriction on

G of a (unique) function in C(G) [8, p. 168]. Hence, there exists a bounded linear

functional A on C(G) given by A(A) = L(A|G). Let d be the algebra of sets of

Lemma 3.2. Then A = d n G. To complete the proof, apply Theorem 2.7 for

X = G, S = G, and SA = ëL.

3.4. Given/ G C(G), write/: G~—► C for its Fourier transform

f(z) = f_f(z) <zTf> dm(z).
JG

Let F(G) denote the family of finite linear combinations of characters. By Bohr's

fundamental theorem (or equivalently, the Stone-Weierstrass theorem on the Bohr

compactification), F(G) is dense in AP(G) with respect to the uniform norm.

3.5 Definition. A complex-valued function p(z) defined on G" is said to be

positive definite if

n

2 P{z¡ ~ ¿j)c¡Cj > 0

for all £,, . . . , zn G G" and for all c,, . . . , c„ G C

The following is a generalization of Hewitt's representation of positive definite

functions [4, pp. 310-311].
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3.6 Theorem. Given a locally compact Abelian group G with dual group G~ and

given a complex-valued function p(z) on G~, let A be the algebra of subsets of G

generated by sets of the form {z G G: z(z) G T0} for z G G" and T0 an arc on T

with m({z G G: z(z) G T0\f0}) = 0, and let ëp be the class of sets EGA such that

inf 2 (AW - IÁ¿))P(¿):/, <fe</2;Ueffc)   =0.   (3.6.1)

The function p(z) is positive definite on G" if and only if (i) ë is an algebra such that

f is ëp-continuous for all f G AP(G) (or equivalently, z is ëp-continuous for all

z G G~) and (ii) there exists a unique regular bounded finitely additive nonnegative set

function Xon ëp such that

p(z) = [ (z,z) dX(z)
JG

for all z G G".

Proof. Sufficiency is easily shown. Necessity can be established by repeating the

ideas behind the proof of Bochner's theorem as found in [13, pp. 19-21]. The proof

that we now provide is somewhat shorter.

Clearly, a function lies in F(G) if and only if it is the restriction on G of a

(unique) function in F(G). Also, since |p(z)| < p(0) [13, p. 19], p(z) is uniformly

bounded. Assumep(0) = 1. On F(G), define the linear functional A by

a(/|g)= 2 K¿)p{¿)     (/e/#)).
¿EG"

Let F(G) = {/: / G F(G)} and given/, g G F(G), put

(f, g) = A(fg\G).

This defines an inner product on F(G) and so |A(Jg|G)|2 < A(|/|2|G)A(|g|2|G).

Thus,

|A(/|G)|2 < A(|il2|G) < A(|/2|2|G)'/2 < • • •  < A(|/2|2"|G)2"" = A([f2"\2\G)2~"

-Í2 S(/2T(¿)(/2t(wMf-w))2

<(2K/2T(^)|)2"+' = (/_|/n2^)2"+'

->sup{|/(z)|2:z G G}        (ft-roo).

Thus A is a bounded linear functional on F(G) and so can be extended to a unique

bounded linear functional A' on the closure ^IF(G) of F(G) with respect to the

uniform norm. Note that ||A'|| = 1. Thus, by Theorem 3.3, there exist an algebra

ë G A and a unique regular finitely additive complex-valued set function X on S

such that

A'(f) = ffdX       (fGAP(G))
Jr.
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and

||A'||=|X|(G).

In particular, if fiz) = <z, z>, then

p(z) = [ <z, z> dX(z)
JG

for all z G G*. Furthermore, since 1 = p(0) = fG d\ = X(G) < |X|(G) = ||A'|| = 1,

then X is nonnegative on S and by Remark 2.8, ë consists of all F G A with

inf{A'(/2 - /,):/, < Xe < fzJvfi G AP(G)} = 0.

Hence, since F(G) is dense in AP(G) with respect to the uniform norm, equation

(3.6.1) identifies ë. The theorem is proved.

4. Fourier-Stieltjes transforms.

4.1. Given a locally compact Abelian group G, let M(G) denote the family of

tuples (p, d) where d is an algebra of sets in $ (G) such that each/ G AP(G) (or

equivalently, each character z G G") is d -continuous and p is a bounded finitely

additive complex-valued set function on d. Recall that the Fourier-Stieltjes trans-

form p of (p, d) is given by p(z) = /G<z, z> dfi(z). Write B(G') for the space of all

finite linear combinations of positive definite functions on G*. By the Pontryagin

duality theorem, the group G can be identified with G~ and so, if z G G, the

character z ^>(z, z> lies in B(G'). Also, given (p, d) G M(G), then ¡i = (¡ix+ —

Mi-) + '(M2+ _ M2 ) where ¡if (j = 1, 2) are nonnegative bounded set functions on

d [15, p. 401]. So, it is easy to see that ß G B(G'). In fact, we have the following.

4.2 Lemma. A complex-valued function on G' lies in B(G') if and only if it is the

Fourier-Stieltjes transform of an element of M(G).

Proof. It remains to prove necessity. Let p G B(G'). Then p(z) = "2kpk(z)

where the sum is finite and pk is a scalar multiple of a positive definite function on

G". So, by Theorem 3.6, there exist (¡xk, dk) G M(G) for all k, such that, pk(z) =

/c<z, z) d¡ik(z). Let Ak be those bounded linear functionals on AP(G) given by

Ak(f) = fGfd¡ik and put A = ~Zk Ak on AP(G). Then, by Theorem 3.3, there exists

(p, S) G M(G) such that A(f) = fjdp. (f G AP(G)) and so, if g(z) = <z, z>,
then

p(z) = A(g) = 2 Ak(ê) = 2/>*(¿) = P(£).
k k

The lemma is proved.

4.3. Since a function lies in B(G~) if and only if it is the Fourier-Stieltjes

transform p of a particular (p, d) G M(G) given uniquely by Theorem 3.6, we

define a norm on j5(G") by || p|| = | p|(G). We can now prove the following analog

for B(G~) of Eberlein's characterization of B(G') n C(G~) (see [13, pp. 32-34]).

4.4 Theorem. A function p lies in B(G') if and only if

<||p||sup{L/(z)|:zGG} (4.4.1)2/(*>(*)
G~

for all f G F(G).
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Proof. Suppose p G B(G~). By Theorem 3.6, there exists (X, ë) G M(G) such

that p(z) = /G<z, f> dX(z). Hence ||p|| = |X|(G). Let A be the linear operator on

AP(G) given by A(f) = ¡¿dX. Then A(f) = ^J(z)p(z) for all/ G F(G). Thus,
since ||A|| = |X|(G) = ||p|| and |A(/)| < ||A||sup{|/(z)|: z G G}, then (4.4.1) holds

for all/ G F(G).

Conversely, suppose that (4.4.1) holds for all / G F(G). Let A be the linear

functional on F(G) defined by A(f) = 2Gf(z)p(z). Then, by (4.4.1), A is bounded

by ||p|| on F(G). Let A' be the (unique) linear functional extending A to the closure

AP(G) of F(G) with respect to the uniform norm. Then ||A'|| < ||p||. By Theorem

3.3, there exists a tuple (X, S) G M(G) such that A'(f) = fcfdX for all / G

AP(G). So,given z G G', if g(z) = <z, £>, then X(z) = fGg dX = A'(g) = A(g) =

p(z). Since X G B(G~), thenp G B(G') and this completes the proof of the theorem.

4.5 Corollary. Given a pointwise convergent net in B(G~) uniformly bounded in

norm by some constant, the limit also lies in B(G") and is bounded in norm by the

same constant.

Proof. This follows immediately from (4.4.1).

4.6. Let X and F be arbitrary sets and let /: X X Y -> C We say that / satisfies

the double limit condition if, whenever (x¡) and (y¡) are sequences in X and F

respectively such that the iterated limits a = lim,^^ lim^^ f(x¡, yf) and ß =

lim^^ lim,^^ f(x¡, y) exist, then a = ß. In particular, for a locally compact

Abelian group G, the function/: G X G~—> F given by/(z, z) = <z, z> satisfies the

double limit condition. To see this, we first note that the restriction to G of an

element of (G)* (also denoted G ) belongs to G" (also denoted G~~). From this

follows that the restriction to G"" of an element of G belongs to G~. Note

also that G and G' with discrete topology are topological subgroups of G ~"""* and

G respectively. Hence, if (z,) and (zj) are sequences in G and G* respec-

tively, then there are subsequences (z,m) and (zjn) of (z() and (if) respectively such

that limm^00 limn^0O<z/m, £,„> = lim,,^ limm_00<z/m, £,.„>. From this follows that

the function/(z, z) = (z, z) satisfies the double limit condition.

An algebra d of sets in A is said to separate points on X if, whenever x, y G X,

x =£y, there are disjoint sets A, B G d such that x G A, and y G B. Clearly, if d

is a subalgebra of ®(G) such that each / G AP(G) is d-continuous, then by

Urysohn's Lemma and the Stone-Weierstrass theorem on G, it follows that d

separates points on G. Now, by a theorem of Sinclair [14, pp. 363, 364], if d and ë

are algebras of sets which separate points on X and Y respectively and if /:

A" X F-»C is a bounded function for which (i) f(-,y) is d-continuous for all

y G Y, (ii) fix, ■ ) is ë -continuous for all x G X, and (iii) / satisfies the double limit

condition, then (1) jxf(x,y) dfi(x) and /*./(.*,.y) dX(y) are integrable with respect

to p and X respectively and (2) fxfYfdXdfi = fYfxfdndX, for all finitely

additive bounded complex-valued set functions p and X on d and ë respectively.

Thus, if (p, d) G M(G) and if (X, S) G M(G~), then (1) the Fourier-Stieltjes

transforms p(z) = /G<z, z> dfi(z) and X(z) = /c-<z, z> dX(z) are integrable with
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respect   to   X   and   p    respectively,   and   (2)   fG /G-<z, z) dX(z) d¡i(z) =

S a' fc<z' ¿) d\i(z) dX(z).

4.7 Remark. Let L(G~) denote the space of complex-valued functions on G~

which are integrable with respect to the Haar measure dz on 65 (G"). Given

A G L(G~), write A for the continuous complex-valued function on G given by the

Fourier transform A(z) = /G-<(z, £>A(£) dz. If p G B(G~), then

f h(z)p(z) dz < \\p\\ sup{ | A"(z)| : z G G}

for all A G L(G"). This well-known property of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms (see [5,

§33.20]) can be proved as follows. Suppose that p G B(G'). Then, there exists

(X, S) G M(G) such that p(z) = fG(z, £> dX(z). Also, for any A G L(G'), h(z) dz

is a finitely additive set function, say p, on ?B(G*). So, by Sinclair's theorem,

f h(z)p(z) dz =   [ p(z) dti(z) =   [    f(z, £> dX(z) ¿p(£)
Jr.~ •>G" JG~ JG

[   [ <z, £> dp(z) dX(z) =   [   ( <z, £>A(£) dz dX(z)
JG JG~ JG JG~

f h(z) dX(z) < |X|(G) sup{|A"(z)|: z G G}

||p|| sup{|A~(z)|: z G G}    for all A G L(G').

4.8. Recall that if G = F, then G'= Z where Z = {0, ± 1, ±2, . . . }. Let [akn:

k, n G Z} be a matrix of complex numbers such that 2„|%„| < oo for all k G Z.

Then the sums 1,„p(n)akn are well defined for all p G B(Z). We wish to give a

criterion for the matrix to have the property that, for allp G B(Z), 2^,„p(n)akn lies

in B(Z) as a function of k. As the following theorem shows, such a condition is

given by 2„ z"aM G B(Z) for all z G F.

4.9 Theorem. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and let {L-: z G G'} be a

family of complex-valued linear functionals on B(G') bounded with respect to the

uniform norm. In order that, for all (p, d) G M(G), z —» L¿(p) be the Fourier-

Stieltjes transform of an element of M(G), it is necessary and sufficient that L¡(z) lie

in B(G') for each function z G G".

Proof. By Theorem 3.3, for each z G G", there exists (X¡, d¡) G M(G~) such that

L;(g) = iG-g(w) dX;(w) for all g G F(G"). Hence the theorem reduces to showing

the following: given {(X¡, d¿): z G G~} G M(G~), then in order that, for all

(p, d) G M(G), fGfi(w) dX¿(w) be the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of an element of

M (G), it is necessary and sufficient that X-(z) G B(G') for each z G G~.

To prove necessity, suppose that, for any given w G G, (p, d) G M(G) is such

that for any E G d, ¡m(E) = 1 if w G E and n(E) = 0 otherwise. Then, by

hypothesis, there exists (v, ë) G M(G) such that
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v(z) = f ß(w) dX-(w) = [    f(z, w) dn(z) dX-(w)
JG' JG" JG

= ( <>, w) dX¡(w) = X;(w).
JG~

But v = (vx — vx) + i(v2 — v2) where v? (j = 1, 2) are nonnegative bounded

finitely additive set functions on ë [15, p. 401]. So, v = (vx+ — vx) + i(v2 — v2)

where, by Theorem 3.6, vf (j = 1, 2) are positive definite on G\ Hence, for any

given w G G, X¡(w) is a linear combination of four positive definite functions in £.

We now prove sufficiency. Given (p, d) G M (G), there exist bounded nonnega-

tive finitely additive set functions py* (j = 1, 2) on S such that p = (p|+ — pj~) +

i(H2   - n2). Hence, for y = 1, 2,

/ fif(w) d\(w)  .//<*,*> dp.f(z) dX;(w)
•'G J G      G

= r r <z, m>> dx-(w) dtf(z) = rAf(z) d^(z).
JG JG~ JG

Thus, by hypothesis on X¡(z), JG- ßf(w) dX¿(w) lies in B(G'). So, by Lemma 4.2,

there exist elements (vf, df) G M (G) (j = 1, 2) such that ^*(f) =

/g" Mjí±(^') dX¡(w). Let Af (/ = 1, 2) be those bounded complex-valued linear

functionals on AP(G) given by Af(f) = /(¡/(z) dvf(z) and, on /1F(G), put A =

(A,+ - A,~) + /(A2+ - A2_). Then, by Theorem 3.3, there exists (v, ë) G M(G)

such that A(f) = /(¡/(z) dv(z) for all / G AP(G), and so v(z) = A(£) =

Ig' m(^) t^Xz-(»v). The theorem is proved.

4.10 Corollary. // (X, S) G M(G'), then, for all (p, d) G M(G),

I   p(£ — w) dX(w)■>{,'

is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of an element of M(G).

Proof. Let {Lz-: £ G G") be that family of bounded complex-valued linear

functionals on B(G') given by L¡(f) = /G-/(£ - w) dX(w). Then, for g(£) = <z, £>

where z is given in G, L£(g) = /G-<z, £ - w} dX(w) = <z, £>X( — z) G B(G'). So,

the corollary follows from Theorem 4.9.
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